Map of Room A. Location of murals

Puerto Street Art: An Open-Air
Museum
MARTIÁNEZ
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In 2014, the Urban Planning Consortium
for the Rehabilitation
o drive of Puerto de laReyes
an Teinlm
SCruz,
conjunction with the Puerto
Católicos
de la Cruz Cit y Hall, promoted aSquare
programme to improve
the urban
st. artistic
a
y
o
environment
by
placing
pieces
La H
on the sidewalls of buildings in the
historic centre; thus, “Puerto Street
Art” was born.
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M oving for ward from the initial

stage, PSA is evolving by extending
Ve
ne
the project to other “Rooms,” thus
zu
ela sprawling out to other areas of the
Avcity and becoming a multidisciplinary
eoutdoor
museum.
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in terms of the current urban art scene. Said
murals are part of “Room A” of the museum, located next
to a unique, pre-existing mural of very high interest. The
works are characterised by their quality, the plasticity
with which they have been inserted
into the city’s historic urban space,
the artists’ ability to bring their art
to the large spaces of the walls, and
the presence of different styles which
represent varying artistic techniquesMARTIÁNEZ
and multiple themes.
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P u e r to Str e e t A r t (P S A), t a k i ng
a d vantage of th e cit y ’s cultura l
background and innovative nature,
turns Puerto de la Cruz into a museum
in and of itself – an outdoor museum
where artists of different genres leave
their TELMO
mark on the urban space and its
SAN
elements.
BEACH

These ac tions were carried out to coincide with
subsequent major cultural events organised by the City
Hall: the Mueca International Art Festival and the Periplo
International Travel and Adventure Literature Festival.
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Murals information panel

Puerto de la Cruz is an open city – it’s an ideal place
for doing outdoor activities. Its streets are a “space for
the masses” where residents and tourists can enjoy its
many charms, its history, and its authenticity.
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Caminar por la imaginación

“Mural Room A” of Puer to Street
Art is quite attractive. It consists
of a leisurely s troll through the
fishermen’s and historic quarters of
the city, which are always active and
have cosy corners where passers-by can stop to take
a break in one of the many small restaurants or soak
up the vibrant atmosphere of the area. All this while
going on a colourful journey through the imagination of
different artists who are sure to stimulate the creative
side of all who
view
their work.
LAS
PIRÁMIDES

Currently, PSA has sixteen murals, all of which are signed
by internationally renowned artists or artists Viera
of special
y Clavijo
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Room A

A.1

La Macaronesia
Mequinez st., 21

P s ych e d e l i c sur rea lism, Pink Floyd, and
Dali inspire this piece
that shows a character floating in space.
Its main features are
force and colour: Muro
(also known as Murone)
defines his work as an
acidic mixture of pop
elements.

A.2

Mequinez st., 2

The mural displays a
living mesh; a series of
economic constraints
and social prejudices
that keep a part of humanity from passing
into paradise. Ash aims
to reflect what is happening in today’s society through his work

“Room A” represents the
origin of the open-air
museum – an opportunity
to enjoy art in a way that
is unique, modern, and has
character.

Iker Muro, Bilbao

Denmark

Border to Paradise

Puerto de la Cruz can boast
that, since 2014, it has had a
wide range of murals done
by world-renowned artists
on its buildings’ sidewalls.

A.3

Víctor Ash,

A.4

Sebas Velasco,
Burgos

A.5

Ro.Ro, Tenerife

Pichi & Avo,

¡Ron, ron, ron, la
botella de ron!

Valencia

Mequinez st., 4

Carrillo st., 3

Roberto Rodríguez aka
Ro.Ro. recreates scenes
with children’s toys and
f igures. The ar tist’s
work manages to create new spaces that are
full of life –anonymous
yet humanised in which
the figures become the
basis of the story.

Pichi & Avo are among
t h e g r e a te s t e x p o nents of urban art at
the moment, and this
work –with an amazing
level of figurative detail
and touches of surrealism– is one of their
most praised by world
critics.

El niño de las
pinturas, Granada

Rebellion der
Träumer

La fuerza está en
las raíces

A ci t y ’s nig ht v i e w
painted on a unique
façade in Puerto de la
Cruz, this piece includes
the portrait of a young
dreamer as the central
figure and it deals with
the influence that tourism has had on the
Islands’ development.

W i th a n awa r e n e s s
of those who see the
world through a different prism, the artist
Raúl Ruiz has turned
his hobby of painting
into a way of life. In this
mural, he pays tribute
to the culture and origin
of the Canary Islands.

Teobaldo Power st., 4

A.6

Mequinez st., 66

A.7

Urban Warrior

A.9

3TTMAN, France
Los Magos

El Lomo st., 28
As a thank you to the
island that has embraced him, Louis Lambert
reflects in this mural a
family of country folk
from the Canary Islands
–a sort of self-portrait–
aiming to assimilate
the forms of popular
expression that thread
their way through daily
life.

Juliana Serrano,
Puerto de la Cruz

A.8

Aves volátiles

Teobaldo Power st., 8
A mural with the intent
to activate the imagination of the onlooker.
This pie ce captures
the moment in which
a vessel’s window detaches, washing to sea
the dreams and journeys of its anonymous
crew members.

A.11

Sabotaje al
Montaje,
Gran Canaria

Ritual

Teobaldo Power st., 16
This is one of the muralists from the Canary
Islands who is most
valued internationally.
This piece pays tribute to Chucho Dorta, a
great defender of the
ancestral traditions of
the Canary Islands, such
as the “bathing of the
goats”.

Puerto de la Cruz

A.13

This artist develops an
abstraction of the graffiti genre by representing, through different
Spanish cities, surrealist scenes, invented
animals, strange vegetation, and organic beings that are a conglomeration of different
species.

A.15

Liqen, Vigo
El viaje inexperado
Cruz Verde st., 3

Liqen, considered to be
amongst the best graffiti artists of the world,
focuses on the themes
of existence and human life observed as a
mystery in this piece.
Biology and tiny creatures, survivors over
thousands of years of
evolution... Liqen swims
against the tide.

Belin, Jaen

A.14

A.16

Roa, Belgium

La eterna juventud

No title

Considered one of the
best hyperrealists of
t h e m o m e nt, B e l i n
has painted in a great
number of countries
and cities around the
world. This piece shows
a sailor, whose skin has
been weathered by the
sun and salt spray, holding a paper boat full of
references to travel and
the world.

Perhaps the most unsettling Puerto Street
Art mural. As in almost
all his work, Roa puts
animals on centre stage with extraordinary
detail. A certain irony
shines through, aiming
to return the animals to
the place they occupied
before the cement invaded their home.

Puerto Viejo st., 17

Teobaldo Power st., 28

This mural portrays the
journey of the artist
from Vik, a small town
in Iceland, to Puerto
de la Cruz. Bathed by
the same ocean, both
fishermen’s towns are
linked in this work by a
puffin lost on the coasts
of Puerto de la Cruz.

Juliana is known for
her extraordinary versatility and her passion
for surreal themes. Her
murals have a magical
reality in which the attachment to the world
of excitement inherent
to childhood remains
intact.

Kob,

No title

La Peñita st., 6

Las Maretas st., 11

FEOFL!P, Lanzarote

A.12

Island memories

Si puedes soñarlo,
puedes crearlo

A.10

Dulk, Valencia

Martín Ron,
Argentina

Hay canarios... y
canarios
José de Arroyo st., 6

Ron is considered one
of the top ten muralists
in the world. His style
of “urban surrealism,”
which includes a hyperrealis tic te chnique
combine d with ele ments of fantasy, gives
rise to highly impactful
compositions.

El Lomo st., 7

A.0

Manuel Fernández
Padrón, Tenerife
Sol Naciente

José de Arroyo st., 12
At the beginning of the
1960s, this mosaic stone mural was done with
Masonic symbolism.
The piece is unique on
the Canary Islands and,
therefore, Puerto Street
Art has claimed it as
“Wall Zero” –the place where the museum
begins.

